Hollywood Sign Coverage 2023

A Brief History of the Hollywood Sign
MovieWeb
01-Sep-2023

Inside 100 years of Hollywood scandals from film icons forced into abortions to gay stars hiding in...
The US Sun
01-Sep-2023

A Guide To The Historic Signs That Helped Build Hollywood
LAist
29-Aug-2023

Great Things To See And Do In Los Angeles
Forbes
11-Aug-2023

Why So Many Los Angeles Landmarks Are Turning 100 This Year
The New York Times
07-Aug-2023

Conservancy honors Hollywood Sign for preservation
Beverly Press
02-Aug-2023

100th anniversary: A look at the Hollywood sign
The Mercury News
29-Jul-2023

Lights, camera, centenary: The Hollywood sign turns 100
The Nationals: Arts & Culture
29-Jul-2023

The Hollywood Sign: Everything You Need to Know about LA’s Iconic Landmark
Architectural Digest
25-Jul-2023

The Mattel Office in 'Barbie' Is Designed to Feel Like It's in Two Worlds
House Beautiful
22-Jul-2023

California Dreaming: Centennial Celebrations and a Nostalgic Tour of Old Hollywood
Everything Zoomer
15-Jun-2023

Hollywood Sign Turns 100–See Iconic Photos of Fleetwood Mac and Blondie at the Landmark
Parade
14-Jul-2023
100 years later: detailing the history of the Hollywood sign
Far Out Magazine
13-Jul-2023

Hollywood Sign Turns 100: The Historical Landmark In Photos
Deadline Magazine
13-Jul-2023

Culture Re-View: The Hollywood sign didn't always look like that
Euronews
13-Jul-2023

The Hidden History of the Hollywood Sign
Smithsonian Magazine
13-Jul-2023

Famed Hollywood Sign turns 100 as symbol of LA, US film industry
La Prensa Latina
12-Jul-2023

100 years of history: The Hollywood sign celebrates a special occasion
Al Dia
12-Jul-2023

A Century of Historical Significance and its Resilience in Today's World
SMERCONISH
12-Jul-2023

100 years ago, the famed Hollywood sign was a real estate ad
Quartz
10-Jul-2023

Hollywood Sign @100: 6 ways to see the L.A. icon
EasyReader & Peninsula
20-May-2023

Stardust and Scandal: The Hollywood Sign Turns 100
History: How Stuff Works
18-May-2023

TurnKey Beauty Commissioned to Create Two Fragrances For Hollywood Sign's Centennial
HAPPI
11-May-2023

The Hollywood Sign | Iconic America | THIRTEEN - New York Public Media
Thirteen.org
03-May-2023

Iconic America | The Hollywood Sign | Episode 2
PBS
03-May-2023
ICONIC AMERICA: OUR SYMBOLS AND STORIES WITH DAVID RUBENSTEIN: The Hollywood Sign
KPBS
01-May-2023

Celebrating 100 Years of the Hollywood Sign
Drift Travel Magazine
24-Apr-2023

The Story Behind the Viral Shot of Snowy Mountains and the Hollywood Sign
InsideHook
18-Apr-2023

Hollywood Sign's unexpected savior: Rock legend Alice Cooper
KCRW
03-Apr-2023

Forbes
20-Mar-2023

Experience life in the spotlight in Los Angeles as an icon of the city turns 100-years-old
Travel Weekly
15-Mar-2023

The Hollywood sign turns 100 this year. Share your favorite memories about the sign with KCRW.
KCRW
15-Mar-2023

Go behind the scenes for the Hollywood Sign's 100th in 2023
KarryOn
15-Mar-2023

L.A. County's Most Historic Locations turn 100
Santa Clarita Valley Signal
12-Mar-2023

The Hollywood sign at 100: how a hillside ad became an enduring monument
The Guardian
05-Mar-2023

Timeline: the strange history of the Hollywood sign as it turns 100
The Guardian
05-Mar-2023

Hollywood sign turns 100: What is the history of the Hollywood sign?
Desert News
06-Mar-2023

Los Angeles' iconic Hollywood sign's makeover officially complete
KABC-7
17-Feb-2023
The Hollywood sign debuted 100 years ago in 1923, the year of L.A.’s ‘Big Bang’
Los Angeles Times
16-Feb-2023

LOS ANGELES TOURISM CELEBRATES 100 YEARS OF THE HOLLYWOOD SIGN IN 2023
Discover Los Angeles
09-Feb-2023

9 things you never knew about the Hollywood sign
Escape
31-Jan-2023

THE HOLLYWOOD SIGN: THE STORY OF AN LA ICON
Discover Los Angeles
30-Jan-2023

Hollywood Sign Trust looking to open visitor center
CBS News
12-Jan-2023

After 100 years, a visitor center is coming to the Hollywood Sign
The Architect’s Newspaper
10-Jan-2023

MAYOR BASS OVERTURNS ORDER TO LIGHT UP HOLLYWOOD SIGN
LA Weekly
05-Jan-2023

How the Hollywood Sign Is Celebrating Its Centennial
Town & Country
04-Jan-2023